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EUROPEAN COMMITTEE

AGENDA

14th Meeting, 2002 (Session 1)

Tuesday 19 November 2002

The Committee will meet at 2.00 pm in the Committee Room 3.

1. Items in private: The Committee will consider whether to discuss Item 5 in private.

2. Pre- and Post-European Council, Council of the EU, Joint Ministerial Committee
and MINECOR Scrutiny: The Committee will consider the following agendas and
briefings submitted by the Scottish Executive—

Pre-Council Briefing:

ECOFIN Council, 25-26 November and 3 December
Competitiveness Council, 26 November
Transport, Telecommunications and Energy Council, 25 November and 5-6
December
Employment, Social Policy, Health and Consumer Affairs Council, 2-3 December
Agriculture and Fisheries Council, 27-29 November
Justice and Home Affairs Council, 28-29 November

Post-Council Briefing:

ECOFIN Council, 5 November
Education and Culture Council, 11-12 November

3. Convener’s Report: The Convener will update the Committee on the—

Conclusions of the meeting with representatives of the ‘European Affairs
Committees’ in the Parliaments of Flanders and Catalonia

Monthly report by the Clerk/Chief Executive and External Liaison Unit

Attendance at a conference on the Future of Europe organised by the Central-
Local Partnership and the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, 28 November,
London

4. Sift of EC/EU documents: The Committee will consider the list of EC/EU documents
received for this meeting.
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5. Future of Europe: The Committee will consider the outline of a draft committee report.

Stephen Imrie
Clerk to the Committee

Tel: 0131 348 5234

***********************

The following papers are attached for this meeting:

Agenda Item 1

There are no papers for this Item

Agenda Item 2

BRIEFING PAPER - Pre- and Post-European Council, Council of the EU, Joint Ministerial
Committee and MINECOR Scrutiny

Agenda Item 3

Convener’s Report

Agenda Item 4

Sift of EC/EU documents

Agenda Item 5

PRIVATE PAPER - Draft 6th Report 2002, Report on the Future of Europe

EU/02/14/1

EU/02/14/2

EU/02/14/3

EU/02/14/4
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BRIEFING PAPER

“Pre- and Post-European Council, Council of the EU, Joint Ministerial
Committee and MINECOR Scrutiny”

Introduction

1 Following agreement earlier in the year, the European Committee is now
engaged as part of its core tasks in the scrutiny of the Executive’s position,
views and activities both before and after meetings of the European Council,
Council of the EU (formerly known as the Council of Ministers) and other fora
such as meetings of the Joint Ministerial Committee on Europe (JMCE) and
MINECOR1.

2 A refined agreement was reached recently with the Scottish Executive on the
exact nature and timetable for the information to be supplied to assist the
Committee with this task2. The provision of such information from this range of
meetings is important to enable the European Committee to scrutinise
adequately the activities of the Scottish Administration (i.e. Ministers and civil
servants) in relation to the decision-making process followed for EC/EU
legislation and other initiatives, such as the Convention preparing for the IGC
in 2004.

3 The proposed procedures enable the Committee to be better informed of the
general direction of EU policies, the requisite timetables being followed and
then to have the ability to decide as a Committee the level, if any, of further
intervention or scrutiny to be carried out. The proposed procedures suggested
also have as a principle the objective of seeking to place in the public domain,
where appropriate, an increased level of information irrespective of whether
the Committee chooses to hold detailed discussions on the subjects in
question. This principle is consistent with the Committee’s expressed views in
its 9th Report 2001 on Governance and the Future of Europe and with the
commitments expressed at EU level on transparency, access to information
etc.

                                                
1 Ministerial Group for European Co-ordination
2 Paper EU/02/12/3, 12th Meeting, European Committee, 8th October 2002
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4 This paper is structured in the following manner (see Annex A):

• Agendas/briefings for forthcoming Councils, Councils of the EU, JMCE
and MINECOR

• Post-Council, Council of the EU, JMCE and MINECOR reports

5 Additionally, details of the date when the Clerk received the agenda,
briefing or post-Council report are entered next to the title of the
meeting in question. This enables Members to gauge how far in advance
such information is sent to the Committee and/or how long after a Council
meeting it takes for a post-Council report to be issued. The Committee can
keep this information under review.

6 Subsequent versions of this paper, will feature as part of all or most
committee meetings in the future and will be structured in a similar fashion,
i.e. agendas/briefings before the event in question followed by reports back
after the event in question, along with receipt dates and departmental tables.

7 Additionally, the clerk may provide a short commentary on points/issues
raised in light of the agendas, briefings and reports.

8 Members will be aware that the clerk is circulating such agendas,
briefings, reports and commentary in advance of this Committee paper
(by e-mail). This is to enable Members to provide feedback before the
meeting in question (e.g. Council of the EU meeting). If Members are
keen to receive additional briefing material or have additional questions
on the material supplied, it is important to contact the clerk in advance
of the Committee meeting. This is essential if a Member(s) feels there is
a need to invite a Minister/official to give oral evidence in advance (or
following) of a meeting of the Council of the EU, JMCE or MINECOR. It is
important that this is communicated to the clerk and Convener for the
latter to consider the request.  This particular course of action is
expected to arise on a limited basis.

Action requested

9 Members are requested to consider the agendas, briefings, reports and
commentary in Annex A and agree the suggestions/recommendations made
in the table overleaf.

Stephen Imrie
Clerk to the European Committee

12 November 2002
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ANNEX A

Action/recommendation suggested

Date of
Council

Date
Information
Received

Action/Recommendation
Suggested

Pre-event
ECOFIN Council 25-26

November
and 3
December

13
November

Note these agendas
but ask to be kept
informed of
developments with the
Employment Package

Competitiveness Council 26
November

13
November

Note agenda

Transport, Telecommunications and Energy
Council

25
November
and 5-6
December

Not
delivered

Employment, Social Policy, Health and
Consumer Affairs Council

2-3
December

13
November

Note this agenda,
welcome the detail
provided and request
that we are kept
informed of discussions
in relation to the
Employment Package
2002/03 and CSR

Agriculture and Fisheries Council 27-29
November

[in part] 13
November

Note that the fisheries
part of this annotated
agenda has not been
provided at the time of
publication of this
paper. In relation to the
Agriculture component,
Members may wish to
ask the Executive to
keep them informed of
progress with the CAP
midterm review.

Justice and Home Affairs Council 28-29
November

13
November

Members may wish to
note this information
and welcome the depth
of detail provided.

Post-Event
ECOFIN Council 5

November
13
November

Note this report but ask
to be kept informed of
developments on
Corporate Governance

Education and Culture Council 11-12
November

13
November

Members may wish to
note the information
and welcome the detail
provided
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Pre-Event Agendas/Briefings/Commentary and Recommendations
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ECOFIN Council, 25-26 November and 3 December

Agenda/Briefing from the Executive

25-26 November

DRAFT EUROPEAN UNION BUDGET FOR 2003

The draft budget relates to all aspects of the business of EU institutions.  It is not possible to
identify separately here all those items that touch on Scottish interests; the relevant Councils
deal with major developments in their areas.

1. Preparation for conciliation with the European Parliament

The budgetary procedure is set out in Article 272 of the EEC Treaty.  This stipulates the
sequence of stages and the time limits that must be respected by the two arms of the
budgetary authority: the Council and Parliament.  Before the Council conducts its second
reading a conciliation meeting will take place with a delegation from the European
Parliament.

2. Letter of amendment No. 3 to the preliminary draft budget for 2003 - first reading
(*)

The Commission can amend the draft budget by means of a letter of amendment to allow for
new information that was not available when the preliminary draft (produced by the
Commission) was established.

3. Draft budget for 2003 as amended and accompanied by proposals for
modifications by the European Parliament - second reading (*)

The second reading will consider the draft budget in the light of Parliament’s amendments
(non-compulsory expenditure) or proposed modifications (compulsory expenditure).  As a
rule the Council’s decisions on second reading relating to compulsory expenditure determine
the final amount: unless the entire budget is subsequently rejected by Parliament, the Council
has the ’last word’ on this category of expenditure. The draft budget will be returned to
Parliament for debate and adoption.

(*) Item on which a vote may be requested.

For the record

• Conciliation meeting with the European Parliament prior to the second Council reading.

• Meeting with the European Parliament on the Council Regulation laying down the statute
for executive agencies.
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3 December

1. Tax package

The tax package relates primarily to taxation on companies operating in the internal market
and taxation on savings.  These are reserved matters with no uniquely Scottish angle.

Background - The Tax Package, which comprises a draft directive on the Tax
Treatment of Savings Income and a Code of Conduct on Business Taxation, emerged
in response to a debate in the EU about ‘harmful’ tax competition. The Code of
Conduct is an inter-governmental code and not an EU directive that has to be
implemented through the European Commission.

The Code of Conduct on Business Taxation seeks commitments from Member States
for the 'standstill' and 'rollback' of 'harmful tax measures'. Sixty-six such measures
were identified in the 1999 report of the Code of Conduct group, under the chair of
the UK's Paymaster General, Dawn Primarolo.

2. Tax issues

• Taxation of occupational pensions  - a Presidency report will be reviewed

• Fiscalis 2007 Programme – adoption

Background - The Fiscalis programme aims to improve the understanding of the
Member States’ tax systems among tax officials.  The new programme will run from
2003 until 2007 and is essentially a continuation of the previous one. The major
change is that the previous programme involved only tax officials dealing with
indirect taxes and the new one will also involve officials dealing with direct taxes.

These tax issues are reserved matters with no Scottish Executive policy interest.

3. Preparation of the Spring European Council 2003

• Structural indicators - Council conclusions

Background - The Lisbon European Council (March 2000) conclusions asked for an
agreed set of structural indicators to be used to underpin the analysis in the
Commission’s annual Spring Report to the Spring European Council. The European
Commission adopted a Communication on structural indicators on 16 October.  The
report (the third the Commission has presented on structural indicators) is due to be
presented before the Spring 2003 European Council.

• The Employment Package - Orientation debate

Scottish interest arises here from the Executive’s devolved responsibilities for economic
development, learning and skills.  The Executive’s strategy, which aims to raise the
employment rate across Scotland, was set out in A Smart, Successful Scotland.  Amongst
other things, the Executive is committed: (i) to increase the number of people in employment
undertaking training, and in particular to increase modern apprenticeships to over 25,000 by
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2006; (ii) to close the gap in unemployment rates between the worst 10% of areas and the
Scottish average by 2006; and (iii) to increase graduates as a proportion of Scotland’s
workforce.

4. Financial Services

While financial services is an important component of the Scottish economy, there is no
uniquely Scottish angle to financial services regulation.

5. Budget

• Court of Auditors : Annual Report - Presentation

This is a reserved matter with no Scottish policy interest.

6. Protection of Financial Interests and Fight Against Fraud

• Progress Report on OLAF activities – Presentation

This is a reserved matter with no Scottish policy interest.

7. Stability and Growth Pact

• Examination of updated stability and convergence programmes

This is a reserved matter with no Scottish policy interest.

8. Preparation of the Copenhagen European Council

Probable "A" items

• Directive on market abuse (adoption)
• Directive on conglomerates (adoption)
• Directive on supplementary pension funds (adoption)
• EMCS (computerising movement and surveillance of excisable products) (adoption)
• Labour Cost Index (adoption)
• Community statistical program 2003-2007 (adoption)
• Structural Business Statistics (adoption)

Commentary/Recommendation

It is recommended Members note these agendas but ask to be kept informed of
developments with the Employment Package.
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Competitiveness Council, 26 November

Agenda/Briefing from the Executive

Draft Provisional Agenda (as of 28 October)

1. Adoption of the Agenda

2. Adoption of the list of “A” items

HORIZONTAL ISSUES

3. Competitiveness
Commission communication:
“Progress in creating a favourable environment for enterprises

a) Benchmark Enterprise Policy – results form the 2002 Scoreboard”
b) Report of Quantitative Targets in Enterprise Policy – Step toward the Lisbon

Objectives
c) Highlights of the Results of the BEST Procedure Projects 2001 – 2002

-Presentation by the Commission
- Council Conclusions
Many but not all aspects of the ’environment for enterprise’ are reserved. The Executive has
responsibility for aspects of enterprise policy and has set strategic direction for the Enterprise
Networks in “Smart, Successful Scotland”.

4. State Aid: Progress report concerning the reduction and reorientation of State aid

- Presentation by the Commission
- Council Conclusions
State Aid is a reserved matter. We are following the UK line on the reduction and
reorientation of state aid.

5. Sustainable Development
• Chemical product legislation

- Information from the commission
The European Commission has been asked to produce detailed legislative proposals for a new
EU Chemicals strategy. This agenda item gives the Commission the opportunity to update the
Council on progress in drafting a regulation to implement the proposed Registration,
Evaluation and Authorisation of Chemicals (REACH) system. These proposals were
originally expected at the end of 2001.

The Executive has a significant interest in these proposals, both in terms of the desire to have
an effective system of regulation to minimise risks to public health and the environment from
chemicals and the need to make sure regulation is proportionate. The chemicals industry has
a significant manufacturing presence in Scotland. There is wide recognition of the need to
balance effective regulation with a desire to avoid placing unnecessary burdens on industry.
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However, the Commission has found it difficult to frame proposals that strike a balance
which will be acceptable to Governments, industry and environmental groups.

6. Biotechnology
Policy Strategy and Action Plan – Follow-up to the Stockholm and Seville European
Councils
Commission Communication for a strategy on life sciences and biotechnology.

- Exchnage of views
- Council Conclusions.
The Executive has specific interest in stem cell research which is reserved. This type of
research is being carried out at academic institutions - The Beatson Institute for Cancer
Research in Glasgow, The Medical Research Council (MRC) Human Genetics Unit at the
Western General Hospital in Edinburgh and The Institute of Stem Cell Research at the
University of Edinburgh. There are also organisations involved in developing or utilising
stem cell research for commercial applications.

Genetic Knowledge Park - Generation Scotland - a project, on a commercial scale, to develop
genetic knowledge of diseases.  Genetics is reserved, however the delivery of genetics
services in the NHS is devolved.  This initiative would not automatically be considered the
Scottish Genetic Knowledge Park.

7. Commission communication “Providing new momentum to the European Research
Area”

- Exchange of Views
- Council conclusions
This wide-ranging paper is aimed at re-invigorating participation in the European Research
Area initiative by Member States, which has so far been hampered by insufficient
participation.   The Scottish Executive’s interests are mainly in the take-up of Framework 6
and other initiatives aimed at strengthening the research base and in participating wherever
possible in forums and networks which promote this.  There are no particularly Scottish
issues.

8. Commission Communication  “More Research for Europe – towards 3% of GDP”

- Presentation by the Commission
- Exchange of Views
The Barcelona Presidency Conclusions agreed to increase R&D and innovation in the EU
with the aim of approaching 3% of GDP by 2010.  This communication explores the issue of
how this target might be achieved, but the document is non-binding and contains no formal
proposals.   UK R&D investment by business falls short of the EU target of 2% and the
Scottish level is only 0.5%.  The UK Government broadly welcomes the Communication and
there are no particular Scottish issues.

INDIVIDUAL POLICY FILES

9. Proposal for a decision of the European Parliament and of the Council on Community
participation in a research and development programme aimed at developing new clinical
interventions to combat HIV/AIDS, malaria and tuberculosis through a long term
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partnership between Europe and the developing countries, undertaken by a number of
Member States and Norway (doc.11825/02 RECH 145 CODEC 1047)

- Exchange of views.
This is reserved, both in relation to:

• international research programmes -  under the auspices of the reservation of the UK
Research Councils

• international health matters -  again fall to DH.

The Scottish experience of HIV/AIDS is largely equivalent to that elsewhere in the UK.

10. Competition Policy: Proposal for a Council regulation on the implementation of the
rules on competition laid down in Articles 81 and 82 of the Treaty and amending
Regulations (EEC) No 1017/68, (EEC) No 2988/74, (EEC ) No 4056/86 and (EEC) No
3975/87

- Adoption
Reserved matter and no specific Scottish aspects

11. Measuring Instruments

 - Progress Report
  Reserved matter and no specific Scottish aspects.

12. Shipbuilding
Report on the latest developments regarding the situation in the world of shipbuilding

- Presentation by the Commission
Shipbuilding policy is largely a reserved matter. The Scottish Executive, however maintains
regular links with the DTI and MOD on shipbuilding related matters.

13. (poss.) Merger Regulation

- Presentation by the Commission
 Reserved matter and no specific Scottish aspects

14. Any other Business   [These are information only items]

a) (poss.) State of play after the expiry of the ECSC Treaty

- Information from the Commission
b) Star 21 [Defence Industry – High Level Group]
- Information from the Commission
c) G-10 Medicines [Pharmaceuticals – High Level Report]
- Information from the Commission
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Commentary/Recommendation

It is suggested Members note the contents of this agenda.
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Transport, Telecommunications and Energy Council, 25 November and 5-6
December

Agenda/Briefing from the Executive

At the time of publication, no information was provided by the Executive in advance
of this meeting.

Commentary/Recommendation
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Employment, Social Policy, Health and Consumer Affairs Council, 2-3
December

Agenda/Briefing from the Executive

Consumer part:

1. Report of the joint Commission-Danish seminar on consumer facts and figures

- Information by the presidency/the Commission
Reserved issue with no specific Scottish aspects.

Employment and Social Policy part:

2. Employment Package 2002/3
- Joint Employment Report 2002
- Employment Guidelines 2003
- Recommendations to the Member States

- Presentation and debate
[DFEE are of the opinion that this item along with item 3 will fall from this agenda]

3. Contribution of the ESP Council to the preparation of the Broad Economic Policy
Guidelines, 2003

- Adoption of a contribution

4. Council contribution to the development of Structural Indicators

- Adoption of a contribution
The Commission’s report on structural indicators sets out for the Spring Council what
progress has been made against the goals for 2010 agreed by the Council at Lisbon in
2000. It has been circulated in draft form and is being discussed in the various
formations. However, it is not yet clear from the Danish presidency how this will be
handled alongside the Commission’s streamlining proposals.

5. Modernisation of the social protection - progress on OMC for pensions and co-
operative exchange regarding health and long-term care for the elderly.

- Conclusions
Pension provision is a reserved matter on which the Scottish Executive is in regular
contact with the UK Government. Long term care for the elderly is an important agenda
item as the increasing aging population in Scotland will mean more people will be in
need of social care either in their own home or in a care home.  The Executive is already
looking at planning ahead to meet these needs.

6. Proposal for a directive to combat discrimination on the grounds of sex

- Progress report
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       There is no firm publication date for the Article 13 new Gender Directive.
Sex discrimination legislation is reserved to Westminster.  The Scottish Executive is
committed to tackling sex discrimination and would work to implement any legislative
changes as appropriate and in consultation with Whitehall colleagues.

7. Follow-up to the principle of gender mainstreaming in two policy areas in Council

- Information from the Presidency
The Scottish Executive is committed to the principle of mainstreaming equality .This
forms a key element of the Executive’s Equality Strategy published in November 2000.

Currently the Executive is seeking to mainstream equality across policy areas and has
taken specific action to move forward on equality proofing budgets and legislation. The
Executive is promoting gender mainstreaming as part of its wider equality work.  For
example: promoting diversity in public appointments and by carrying out an equal pay
review by April 2003. Guidance has been sent to its NDPS and agencies indicating that
each must conduct an equal pay review by 2003.

8. Annual follow-up of the implementation of the Beijing Platform for Action :
violence against women

- Conclusions
       The Executive supports the implementation of the Beijing Platform for Action.

The Action Plan on the National Strategy to Address Domestic Abuse in Scotland
continues to be implemented.  Working Groups in Scotland have carried out a review of
legislation relevant to domestic abuse; developed a prevention strategy, which is out for
consultation at present; carried out a review of refuge provision and developed a training
strategy.

A national public awareness media campaign has been running since 1998; a national
abuse helpline has been running since June 2000; £10m refuge development programme
underway since 2001; 57 multi-agency projects supported through the Domestic Abuse
Service Development Fund worth £1.5m over 2000-04 matched by same amount from
local partners.

9. Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the co-
ordination of social security systems (reform of Regulation (EEC) No 1408/71)

- General orientation on Title III
Social Security systems are a reserved matter for which the Scottish Executive is in
regular contact with the UK Government.

10. Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council
amending, for the benefit of European parliamentary assistants, Council Regulation
(EEC) No 1408/71 on the application of social security schemes to employed
persons, self-employed persons and to members of their families moving within the
Community, and Council Regulation (EEC) No 574/72 laying down the procedure
for implementing Regulation (EEC) No 1408/71
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- Political agreement
Social Security systems are a reserved matter for which the Scottish Executive is in
regular contact with the UK Government.

11. New goals for the fight against poverty and social exclusion - common objectives for
the second round of National Action Plans

- Approval
This is a reserved matter for which the Scottish Executive is in regular contact with the
UK Government

12. Social inclusion through social dialogue and partnership

- Conclusions
The Executive is supportive of measures to improve social dialogue and partnership, and
has an interest in these conclusions.

13. Follow-up to the Commission’s Communication on Corporate Social Responsibility

- Adoption of Council Resolution
The Executive is interested in the promotion of Corporate Social Responsibility in
Scotland within wider frameworks such as the EU and UK Government context.

14. E-accessibility for the disabled

- Adoption of a Council Resolution

Health part:

15. Tobacco

- Open debate

a) Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the
approximation of the laws, regulations and administrative provisions of the
Member States relating to the advertising and sponsorship of tobacco products

- Possible common position
This is a devolved issue with no particular Scottish dimension. We have a co-ordinated
negotiating position with the Dept of Health.

b) WHO Framework Convention on Tobacco Control

- State of play
as 15 a)

c) Recommendation on the prevention of smoking and on initiatives to improve
tobacco control
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- Adoption
as 15 a)

16. Pharmaceutical package

a) Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council laying
down Community procedures for the authorisation and supervision of
medicinal products for human and veterinary use and establishing a European
Agency for the Evaluation of Medicinal Products

- (Poss.) Common position
This is a reserved matter. No particular Scottish interest.

b) Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council
amending Directive 2001/83/EC on the Community code relating to medicinal
products for human use

- State of play
This is a reserved matter.  No particular Scottish interest.

c) Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council
amending Directive 2001/82/EC on the Community code relating to veterinary
medicinal products

- State of play
This is a reserved matter.

17. Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council amending
Directive 2001/83/EC as regards traditional herbal medicinal products

- State of play

18. Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council setting high
standards of quality and safety for the donation, Procurement, testing, processing,
storage and distribution of human tissues and cells in order to ensure a high level of
human health protection in the Community

- Progress report/Policy debate
The proposed Directive seeks to introduce a harmonised regulatory framework to ensure the
safety and quality of human tissues and cells intended for human applications. Its aims are in
line with action already taking place in the UK to ensure that human tissues and cells
intended for transplantation meet high standards of safety and quality. In particular, the
Directive would place the UK’s existing voluntary accreditation scheme for tissue banks on a
statutory basis. The Directive will also standardise practice in Europe, making the exchange
of human tissues between Member States safer and easier.

The Directive will be dealt with at UK level and the Executive is in regular contact with the
DoH on such matters.
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19. Provision of medical care in another Member State

- Exchange of views
This is a devolved issue. Scottish patients can, in specific circumstances, access medical
care in another Member State, using the E112 process.

20. Recommendation on prevention of drug addiction

- Adoption
Reserved, the Scottish Drugs Strategy is built around the same broad objectives as the
Home Office equivalent. There is scope to within devolved powers to deliver drugs
education, treatment, rehab, information campaigns to reflect Scottish circumstances and
priorities

21. Bioterrorism

- Commission report and exchange of views.
This is a reserved matter.

22. e-Health

- Conclusions
Devolved issue. Within Health Boards, clinicians both in primary & secondary care can
access best practice e-health care clinical information via Health Board Internets. e-
Health information (protocol based clinical referral information) is also available to
patients via GPs. This facility is being rolled out and is at various stages across Scotland

23. (Poss.) Nutrition policy

- Status report
Nutrition is a devolved matter in Scotland. Diet and Nutrition policy in Scotland is
underpinned by the Scottish Diet Action Plan (Scottish Office 1996). Responsibilities for
implementing the Plan are shared by SEHD and the FSA in Scotland in partnership with
HEBS and the NHS and a number of other stakeholders including schools, the private
sector (catering, food producers, processors, retailers) and the voluntary sector. Effort is
co-ordinated nationally by the Scottish Food and Health Co-ordinator and information
shared at UK level via the UK Nutrition Forum and the Scientific Advisory Committee on
Nutrition.

Commentary/Recommendation

Members may wish to note this agenda, welcome the detail provided and request
that it is kept informed of discussions in relation to the Employment Package
2002/03 and CSR.
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Agriculture and Fisheries Council, 27-29 November

Agenda/Briefing from the Executive

Fisheries - information to follow

Agriculture

Mid-term Review (MTR) of the Common Agricultural Policy:

The Council is due to discuss the decoupling, modulation and cross compliance elements of
the Commission’s Mid-term Review (MTR) of the Agenda 2000 CAP reforms. There may
also be some discussion on how the MTR review might be influenced following on from
decisions on future CAP funding and enlargement at the Brussels Summit in October.
Commission likely to seek to establish what levels of support exist for the various elements
of its original communication.

The Commission timetable for addressing MTR has again slipped as a result of decisions
reached at the Brussels Summit on 24/25 October.  The viability of the Commission’s Mid-
term review package has been called into question but the Commission maintains the position
that the proposals remain on the table.  The November Council may see the Commission
indicate how it would wish to proceed and try to gauge the level of support which it can
expect for the different elements of its package.  Legal texts on market regime measures may
start to appear in December but the more contentious issues of decoupling and modulation
will almost certainly be delayed until 2003.

Executive Ministers and officials are fully involved in discussions on the UK position and
interested parties in Scotland have been invited to contribute their views through a working
group and a public consultation.  The UK line is generally supportive of the Commission with
certain safeguards being sought to make the package more acceptable.

Food safety

Proposal for a Directive on monitoring zoonoses and zoonotic agents.

Proposal for a Regulation on the control of salmonella amending and repealing existing
legislation.

Proposal for a Directive on restrictions on the use of hormonal and other substances on
animals amending existing legislation.

Proposal for a Regulation on the control of salmonella and other food-borne zoonotic agents
amending existing Directives.

Proposal for a Regulation laying down specific hygiene rules for food of animal origin.

Proposal for a Regulation for monitoring controls over animal products intended for human
consumption.
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Proposal for a Regulation laying down animal health rules governing the production, placing
on the market and importation of products of animal origin intended for human consumption.

No specific Scottish slant but of considerable interest to producers, processors and the
public.

Commentary/Recommendation

Members may wish to note that the fisheries part of this annotated agenda has not
been provided at the time of publication of this paper. In relation to the Agriculture
component, Members may wish to ask the Executive to keep it informed of progress
with the CAP midterm review.
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Justice and Home Affairs Council, 28-29 November

Agenda/Briefing from the Executive

Draft Council Decision on the common use of liaison officers posted abroad by the law
enforcement agencies of the Member States

This proposal has been under negotiation within the Police Co-operation Working Group.  It
is a Danish proposal aimed at encouraging more effective use of liaison officers and a more
joined up approach in combating and preventing serious international crime.  Liaison
officers are defined as representatives posted to a third country or international organisation
with a view to establishing and maintaining contacts with the authorities with a view to
preventing or investigating criminal offences.  These officers are already in place in many
Member States (MS). The Danish proposal would build on this initiative by paving the way
for MSs, particularly smaller ones that don’t have their own liaison officers in another
Member State, to use the liaison officer of another MS.

The policy behind the proposal is generally welcomed by the UK, and it likely to have little or
no impact for Scotland because Scottish police forces route all requests and enquiries
through the National Criminal Intelligence Service, which operates the UK’s Liaison Officer
Network across Europe.

Agreement between Europol and USA on the exchange of information

The Council has previously considered this issue and there is an agreement between the two
parties of 6 December 2001.  The purpose of this supplemental agreement is to extend the
existing co-operation between the United States of America and Europol.  The UK
Government considers that this supplemental agreement is crucial in the fight against serious
forms of international crime, both within the EU and in countries outside the EU whose
organised crime activity impacts upon the EU.  The proposal relates to Europol’s
organisational arrangements with the US.  There is no impact on UK law or Scotland’s law
enforcement.

Draft Council Framework Decision on attacks against information systems

The Executive is liasing with the Home Office on this issue.  However, we believe that
Scotland already meets most of the terms of the Framework Decision.  We believe that the
crime of malicious mischief already covers attacks against information systems.  This carries
a maximum penalty of life imprisonment.

Draft Council Framework Decision on the execution in the European Union of
confiscation orders (certain issues)

Negotiations are continuing slowly at working group level.  This issue is very unlikely to
appear on the final agenda for the November Council.
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Draft Council Framework Decision increasing co-operation between European Union
Member States with regard to disqualifications

The purpose of this Danish proposal is to establish a network of national contact points for
the exchange of information on disqualifications which restrict a convicted person’s access to
employment.   The proposal builds on existing arrangements under the 1959 European
Convention on Mutual Assistance which provides for States to be notified of such information
but only in respect of their own nationals.

We are considering what changes need to be made to our laws to meet this directive.
However, our main concern is that this initiative does not relate to the programme of
measures for mutual recognition of criminal decisions.  We are compiling information for the
Presidency which they have requested in relation to disqualifications in use in Member
States.  However, without a system for mutual recognition, a draft Decision on the exchange
of information is unlikely to be effective.

Council Conclusions on the evaluation report on the EU Drug Action Plan

Ministers will discuss the Mid-term Evaluation of the EU Drugs Strategy at the
November Council.

Protocol to the CIS Convention: customs files identification database (FIDE)

This is a reserved issue.

Convention on illicit drug trafficking on the high seas

This is a reserved issue.

Draft Regulation on a European Enforcement Order (specific subjects)

The purpose of this Regulation is to enable uncontested judgements of the court, and
equivalent instruments, to be enforced in other Member States without any intermediate
scrutiny or procedure.  This proposal is, in general, supported by the UK.  Progress is slow
due to disagreement among MSs as to the extent of the common minimum standards
necessary in domestic legal systems in granting an uncontested judgement. The Scottish
Executive is participating in these discussions.  It is unlikely that this measure will be agreed
in time for the proposed commencement in January 2004.  It is unlikely to appear on the final
agenda for the November Council.

Draft Council Regulation concerning jurisdiction and the recognition and enforcement
of judgements in matrimonial matters and in matters of parental responsibility

This item has been under discussion since July 2000 and is for a broad instrument dealing
with virtually all orders of parental responsibility and fast-tracked enforcement for certain
orders.  The Danish Presidency has sought a compromise in which certain issues relating
only to child abduction may be discussed and agreed. Ahead of the Council, meetings of
COREPER will consider five areas for negotiation:
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1. The retention by the state of habitual residence of the child of jurisdiction competence
after an abduction;

2. The setting of time limits that the court in the state of habitual residence of the child to be
invited to determine issues of parental responsibility after an abduction;

3. The fast tracking of enforcement of any parental responsibility order in such
circumstances;

4. A provision which requires the court to consider question of parental responsibility.  In
this particular issue there is a direct vision among the 14 member states, excluding
Denmark,  who are split equally as to whether the abducting parent should be obliged to
seize that court’s jurisdiction, failing which any non-return order in relation to the
abducted child should seize to have effect.  The UK and another  6  like minded member
states do not want this and simply want a rule which says that the court of habitual
residence will be seized if there is a non-return order made to deal with the substance of
parental responsibility.

5. The Community regime will supplant the Hague Convention regime.

Of these issues (subject to the debate on item 4 above) the UK and the other member states
are willing to look at a global solution whereby they would concede items 1-3 without
conceding item 5 and the second option under 4. Although attempts will be made to agree all
this in COREPER it is unlikely that this will be achieved ahead of the Council.

Consultations have taken place within the UK, both in England, Wales and in Scotland with
judiciary and practitioner interests.  Ministers are also concerned that any solution to these
problems should not only be acceptable to consultees but should be workable in practice.

Draft Council Decision authorising the Member States to sign the 1996 Hague
Convention

This matter is on the agenda for the Council as part of an attempted global political
compromise surrounding both the 1996 Convention and the EC Instrument.  There has been
difficulty in resolving the impasse in Member States about the signing and ratification of the
Convention of 1996.  There is continuing doubt as to the extent of community competence and
as to its consequences.  There is also continuing debate as to the scope of the new community
instrument which is under negotiation which will affect the extent of community competence.
The 1996 Convention is only just in force and although the Member States would like to see it
functioning as an International instrument, the present state of negotiations in Brussels is
likely to inhibit this until both the policy and institutional issues involved can be sorted out.

Draft Directive on legal aid

This Directive received political agreement at the October Council and will appear as an 'A'
item on the agenda for the November Council.

The Lugano II Convention

This issue is unlikely to appear on the final agenda for the November Council.
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Proposal for a Council Directive on minimum standards for the qualification and status
of third-country nationals and stateless persons as refugees or as persons who otherwise
need international protection

This is a reserved issue

Proposal for a Council Directive concerning the status of third-country nationals who
are long-term residents

This is a reserved issue.

Proposal for a Council Directive on the right to family reunification

This issue is unlikely to appear on the finalised agenda for the November Council.

The fight against illegal immigration (and trafficking).

Legislation will be introduced by way of stage 2 amendment to the Criminal Justice
(Scotland) Bill.  The proposed offence will be based on the definition of trafficking contained
in the Framework Decision and will fully meet its requirements.  In England and Wales the
measures contained in the NIA Bill are stop gap measures and, as it is an immigration bill,
are limited.  These will be repealed and a further new offence introduced.  This course of
action will not be required in Scotland.

Programme to improve co-operation in the European Union for protecting the
population against bacteriological, chemical, radiological or nuclear threats

The Scottish Executive is not involved directly in this area.  The Civil Contingencies
Secretariat in the Cabinet Office is in the lead, but the Executive is being kept up to date with
developments.  There was a meeting of the Working Party on Civil Protection on 6 November
where the programme was considered.  The intention is for the European Council Meeting in
December to approve the programme. The JHA Council is being asked to note the
programme as established.  Once agreed it will be for the Working Party on Civil Protection
to maintain and develop and for the Commission to implement.  This work ties in with work in
hand in Scotland to ensure that front line responders are equipped to deal with the
consequences of chemical, biological, radiological or nuclear (CBRN) contamination.
Additional resources are being made available to equip the Fire, Police and Ambulance
Services with the necessary protective and rescue equipment.

Commentary/Recommendation

Members may wish to note this information and welcome the depth of detail
provided.
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Post-Event Reports/Commentary and Recommendations
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ECOFIN Council, 5 November

Gordon Brown attended the 5 November Council meeting. No Executive Ministers were
present.

FINANCIAL SERVICES

Directive on Prospectuses

The Council reached by qualified majority a political agreement on a common position for a
draft Directive on the prospectus to be published when securities are offered to the public or
admitted to trading.

According to the Directive, public offers of securities or admission of securities to trading on
a regulated market trigger the obligation to draw up a prospectus to ensure that the public is
properly informed. The main goal of this Directive is to create a true European passport for
issuers by giving Community-wide validity to the prospectus approved by the issuer’s home
Member State supervisor.

Risk Capital Action Plan - Benchmarking Report

The Commission introduced the annual update on the Risk Capital Action Plan; there was no
debate. The Plan examines market developments, the regulatory framework, tax issues,
entrepreneurship and public funding, areas which, apart from the regulatory framework,
mainly fall under the responsibility of Member States.

The elements relating to the regulatory framework are to a large extent covered by the
Financial Services Action Plan, which will be the subject of another progress report to be
presented by the Commission to the ECOFIN Council on 3 December 2002.

Corporate Governance

The Council heard an oral presentation by the Chairman of the High Level Group of
Company Law, of the final report on corporate governance adopted by his group on 4
November 2002.  The Council mandated the Economic and Financial Committee (EFC) to
further examine it with a view to reporting to the Council at one of its future sessions.

IMPLEMENTATION OF THE EXCESSIVE DEFICIT PROCEDURE FOR
PORTUGAL

The Council adopted a Decision on the existence of an excessive deficit in Portugal and a
Recommendation to Portugal with a view to bringing an end to the situation of an excessive
government deficit.

TAX ISSUES

Taxation of savings
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The Council reviewed the current state of play of negotiations with third countries, notably
with Switzerland, on taxation of savings and the situation of the discussions on this matter
with dependent or associated territories of the Member States concerned.

Energy taxation

The Council held a discussion on the main outstanding questions of the draft Directive
restructuring the Community framework for the taxation of energy products.  These issues
are:

- the possibility of setting national levels below the new minimum levels of taxation;
- the arrangements for the use of diesel oil;
- the duration of transitional periods for electricity and other energy products than diesel

oil; and
- the link between the exemptions and tax reductions laid down in the Directive and state

aid rules.

The Council decided to instruct its relevant bodies to continue the work on these outstanding
issues with a view to achieving an agreement on the Directive in a forthcoming session of the
Council.

STREAMLINING THE ANNUAL ECONOMIC AND EMPLOYMENT POLICY
COORDINATION CYCLES

Discussion was on the basis of a joint report of the Economic and Financial Committee
(EFC) and Economic Policy Committee (EPC).

The Council adopted an interim report on streamlining of the policy co-ordination processes
and invited the Economic Policy Committee (EPC) and the Economic and Financial
Committee (EFC) to pursue work, in co-operation with other relevant groups, with a view to
the adoption of a final report at its session in December.

This follows up on the Barcelona European Council’s request to streamline the relevant
annual processes with a view to promote the stability of policy objectives and to strengthen
the emphasis on implementation.

EIB GOVERNANCE WITH A VIEW TO ENLARGEMENT

The Council agreed to amend the European Investment Bank’s (EIB) statute in the context of
Enlargement to promote a better balance between the nine constituencies. The package
covered Board of Governors (all candidates to have a governor); the voting regime of the
Board of Directors; an increase in the capital share of Spain; inclusion of 3 non-voting
experts and 3 alternates in the Board of Directors and an increase by one of the management
committee.

EUROPEAN CENTRAL BANK - CONCLUSIONS

The Council adopted the following conclusions:
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"The Council agrees that the ECB’s subscribed capital and the ceiling on the ECB’s foreign
exchange reserves shall be increased in the context of enlargement. accordingly, a new
Article 49.3 should be introduced into Treaty Protocol (No 18) (ex No 3) on the Statute of the
European System of Central Banks and of the European Central Bank:

"Upon one or more countries becoming Member States and their respective national central
banks becoming part of the ESCB, the subscribed capital of the ECB and the limit on the
amount of foreign reserve assets that may be transferred to the ECB shall be automatically
increased. The increase shall be determined by multiplying the respective amounts then
prevailing by the ratio, within the expanded capital key, between the weighting of the
entering national central banks concerned and the weighting of the national central banks
already members of the ESCB. Each national central bank’s weighting in the capital key shall
be calculated by analogy with Article 29.1 and in compliance with Article 29.2.  The
reference periods to be used for the statistical data shall be identical to those applied for the
latest quinquennial adjustment of the weightings under Article 29.3.""

Commentary/Recommendation

Members may wish to note this report but ask to be kept informed of developments
on Corporate Governance.
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Education and Culture Council, 11-12 November

CULTURE COUNCIL - Summary

Baroness Blackstone, DCMS and Dr Elaine Murray, Scottish Executive, represented the
UK. Council adopted a Resolution on European added value and mobility of persons
and circulation of works in the cultural sector; a Resolution on interactive media
content in Europe; and Conclusions on the Television Without Frontiers (TVWF)
Directive. France presented ideas on reducing VAT on CDs and audio-cassettes.

Detail

Council Resolution on European Added Value and Mobility of Persons and Circulation of
Works in the Cultural Sector.

Dr Elaine Murray (Deputy Minister for Tourism, Culture and Sport, Scottish Executive)
spoke for the UK.  She emphasised the positive impact workers have on the creative
industries when moving around the EU.  She stressed the importance of listening to their
views and experiences, so that appropriate action can be taken.  She emphasised the positive
role information services play and provided details on website developments in both England
and Scotland.

Several Member States (Netherlands, Finland, Belgium, and Spain) felt taxation and social
security issues caused problems for cultural workers. The UK expressed the need for care
when looking at these areas which are outside the remit of the Culture Council.  Spain felt
Ministers should lobby their finance and social security ministers. Commissioner Reding said
these difficulties had to be solved by Member States.  Belgium referred to the Convention’s
work on subsidiarity. The regional and sub-national aspects to this work needed to be
reflected when taking forward the Resolution.  Spain called for, by 2005, a roadmap on
mobility and circulation of works, so that trends could be properly analysed.  Backed by the
Commission, Spain wanted relevant information for cultural workers fed in to the one-stop
European Job Mobility Information website which the Barcelona Council wanted set up by
end 2003.

Audio-Visual items

In a debate on TVWF, Baroness Blackstone said viewer expectations were at the centre of the
UK’s approach to content regulation. Liberalisation of the market, retention of safeguards for
plurality, quality and diversity, and the protection of consumers and minors were also key
principles. Finland supported liberalisation; all MS supported the other principles. Portugal
stressed the difficulty of achieving them without undermining the expansion of broadcasting
and the information society. Netherlands were concerned about growing cross-border
concentration of media undertakings, as evidenced by RTL’s recent take-over of stations in
Germany. Luxembourg raised their worries about copyright limiting the transmission of
programmes across borders.

Finland, Austria, Portugal, Italy, Luxembourg, Denmark and Spain supported greater use of
co-regulation and self-regulation. Belgium, Germany, Portugal and Austria wanted a better
definition of the role of public service broadcasters. However, Spain thought the position was
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clear. They were opposed to any harmonisation of rules on public sector broadcasting under a
revised TVWF.

Finland opposed quotas; the cultural policy objectives of the Directive could be achieved by
other means. France supported them. TVWF had worked well and should not be called into
question - traditional TV was still the main delivery mode for content in France. Sweden
agreed.

Finland said current advertising rules did not take into account the greater choice of viewing
available. Austria insisted AV Ministers rather than consumer ministers should regulate
advertising. But much regulation could be done at national level. Sweden  also wanted
national rules to prevail. Broadcasters based in one MS but transmitting solely to another
should be regulated in the receiving state. Germany thought the market should resolve issues
of quantity, such as advertising. The EU should concentrate on minimum quality standards
for content.

The Commissioner promised a fourth report on implementation in December/January. It
would include a work programme for 2003 on the evaluation of the Directive. She planned a
Commission Communication on the future of the audio-visual sector for late 2003, including
a package of measures aimed at strengthening the sector.

France presented a paper on reducing VAT on CDs and cassettes. There were good cultural,
social, economic and industrial arguments in favour of giving MS discretion to reduce rates.
M. Leotard, a former French Culture Minister, had been charged with lobbying MS to
support this. The Commission said a first report on experience of reduced rate VAT would be
ready in early 2003. A further review of the current regulations would follow. She would ask
Commission (Bolkestein) to ensure the AV sector was fully consulted.

Greek Presidency Culture Work Plan

The Greeks have four proposals
- A Resolution focussing on Article 151.4 (taking forward cultural objectives in other EU

policies), in particular:
- institutional and financial issues.  The Presidency hopes to link this work to the Future of
Europe debate.
-  the Mid Term Review of CULTURE 2000 and the future of the programme.
-  Work on access for disabled people to museums and other cultural activities.
-  A possible Resolution on National Public Archives.

EDUCATION COUNCIL - Summary

A fairly light agenda, the main item a debate on priorities in vocational education and
training to achieve the Lisbon goal and national follow-up to the report on Education
Objectives. Council adopted a Resolution promoting co-operation on vocational education
and training and held an exchange of views on Commission proposals for a new higher
education spending programme (Erasmus World). An inconclusive informal lunch discussion
on GATS. Margaret Hodge represented the UK.
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Detail

Council Resolution on Vocational Education and Training

The Council adopted a Resolution on Vocational Education and Training (VET) which calls
for integration of existing vocational training instruments, promotion of recognition of
competencies and further co-operation on quality assurance of vocational training. The
Resolution gives political legitimacy to the so-called Bruges Process which aims to promote
easier comparability of non-professional and non-academic qualifications.

Follow-up to the Objectives Report

The Council held a debate on its work to further the Lisbon agenda (known as the "Objectives
Process"). The Presidency (Tornaes) tried to focus the debate on the role of VET in the
process, but most Ministers took the opportunity to talk at length about domestic initiatives
(these are not recorded here). The Commission (Reding) pressed for greater integration
between the different aspects of EU education work (though VET had a clear identity of its
own) and simplicity of process. She also emphasised the need to find a role for the European
Parliament on the open method.

The UK (Mrs Hodge) called for evidence of real exchanges of good practice and for
substantial progress to be made in time for Ministers to report significant results to the 2004
Spring European Council - sentiments echoed by Denmark, Finland, Belgium, Sweden,
Ireland, Luxembourg. Mrs Hodge called for the Council to exercise political control of the
process and emphasised basic skills and teacher training, recruitment and retention as UK
priorities. France, Spain and the Netherlands called for caution when developing indicators,
as they doubted the comparability of national systems and insisted that indicators need to be
focused.

Decision of the Parliament and the Council establishing a Programme for Co-operation
with Third (Non-EU) Countries in Higher education (Erasmus World)

The Commission introduced its proposal for a new spending programme to encourage third
county students and lecturers to European Higher Education Institutions. She defended the
proposed budget, stating that there was enough headroom in the current financial perspective.
To explain the apparent generosity of the programme, she explained that the successful US
Fullbright scheme carried large grant for the students taking part.

Delegations warmly welcomed the principles behind the programme, but almost all
emphasised the need for decentralised administration particularly the need for HE institutions
to retain academic freedom over the courses they offered. France, Portugal, and Austria
expressed doubts about the budget particularly into the next financial perspective and asked
for further evidence of affordability from the Commission. The UK insisted that the key
principle behind the selection of eligible institutions must be the quality of the courses
offered, but this theme was not picked up by other delegations. Negotiations continue in the
Education Committee.
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Information from the Presidency

The Presidency gave information on a conference on VET on 29th November (Copenhagen);
the Parliament’s second reading of the European Year of Education through Sport; the Spring
Day in Europe event, in which secondary schools are encouraged to organise events and
discussions on the Future of Europe.

Information from the Commission

The Commission presented a review of the European Year of Languages 2001. On the back
of this, it intends to run a consultation mid 2003 on the contents of an action plan to promote
linguistic diversity and language learning.

The Commission also gave details of forthcoming publications:
- Communication on Effective Investment in Education
- Communication on Universities as Part of the Knowledge-Based Society
- Proposal for an eLearning programme.

General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS)

Over lunch, Ministers discussed the issue of General Agreement on Trade in Services
(GATS). There was a general concern about the need to treat education (particularly primary
and secondary) as a public good and caution about how to proceed. However, there was no
clear consensus about the position the EU should take and the
Commission’s concluding comments reflected that.

YOUTH COUNCIL – Summary

There were no items on Youth issues in this, the first of the new combined-subject
Councils. In future, all Councils for Culture, Education and Youth matters will be co-
ordinated within one event.

Commentary/Recommendation

Members may wish to note the information and welcome the detail provided.
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CONVENER’S REPORT

1. Conclusions of the meeting with representatives of the ‘European Affairs Committees’ in the
Parliaments of Flanders and Catalonia. Members will be aware of the very successful meeting
held with the chairs of the ‘European Affairs’ Committees in the Parliaments of Flanders and
Catalonia, 6-7 November.  In particular, Members will recall the agreement between the three
committees to establish NORPEC – the Network of Regional Parliamentary European
Committees – with these three committees as founding members (a copy of the conclusions of
the meeting are contained in Annex A). The Convener now recommends that:

Members welcome the successful outcome of this meeting, thank our guests
from Barcelona and Brussels for their attendance and active participation, and
agree to disseminate information on the conclusions of the meeting to other
bodies in Scotland and the rest of the EU.  Members may also wish to note the
agreement between the three committees to work towards a common position
and submission on the future of Europe debate to be sent to the EU’s
constitutional convention at the beginning of January 2003.

2. Monthly report by the Clerk/Chief Executive and External Liaison Unit. Following agreement
with the Clerk/Chief Executive, the Committee receives a monthly report on the parliament’s
external liaison activities (see Annex B). The Convener now recommends that:

Members note this information.

3. Attendance at a conference on the Future of Europe organised by the Central-Local Partnership
and the Foreign and Commonwealth Office, 28 November, London. Members will recall previous
discussions on this event. The Convener has now received an invite to attend. The Convener now
recommends that:

Members note the invitation and agree that she attends on behalf of the
Committee.

Irene Oldfather MSP
Convener

12 November 2002
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ANNEX A

CONCLUSIONS OF THE MEETING BETWEEN THE CHAIRS/PRESIDENTS OF THE
‘EUROPEAN COMMITTEES’ IN THE SCOTTISH, CATALAN AND FLEMISH
PARLIAMENTS

Taking into account the work of the Conference of the Presidents of Regional Legislative Assemblies
of Europe1 (CALRE) at regional parliamentary level, we the undersigned agree to work to establish a
new network – the Network of Regional Parliamentary European Committees (NORPEC) – within the
constitutional regions.

The network would be a forum to share ideas and experience on parliamentary procedures and best
practice and to begin to discuss views on policy issues. The network would consist of representatives
of the relevant committees within regional/sub-Member State institutions, specifically those with
similar legislative powers to the founding regions of NORPEC.

The first phase of our network will be to work together to produce a common submission to the EU
Convention on the Future of Europe by January 2003. The next phase will be to deepen our collective
engagement in other areas of common interest.

We agree to make efforts to develop the rationale for the network and to encourage other like-minded
committees within the EU to sign up to the principle of the network. We call on the other signatories
of the Flanders declaration2 to consider lending their voice to the network. The network could, over
time, be broadened to include other ‘European Committees’ in similarly powered legislatures.

We propose that our new network might meet on an occasional basis following its establishment and
there will be a regular exchange of committee agendas, reports and committee information.

Finally, in line with the Declaration of Brussels made at the 6th CALRE meeting, we propose that in
time representatives of the committees within the Scottish, Flemish and Catalan Parliaments hold
discussions with representatives of the European Parliament and other EU institutions to explore the
nature of the relationship that our new network could have with these bodies.

Signed in Edinburgh, 7 November 2002

Irene Oldfather MSP
Convener
European Committee
The Scottish Parliament

Luc Van den Brande MFP
Chairman

Committee for Foreign and
European Affairs

The Flemish Parliament

Marcel Riera MCP
President

European Union and Foreign
Actions, Co-operation and

Solidarity Committee
The Catalan Parliament

                                                
1 See http://www.calre.be
2 Flanders, Wallonia, Catalonia, Bavaria, North Rhein Westphalia, Salzburg and Scotland
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ANNEX B

INWARD/OUTWARD VISITS AND EVENTS ORGANISED ON BEHALF OF THE
SCOTTISH PARLIAMENT BY EXTERNAL LIAISON UNIT

Visits/events that have taken place in October 2002

• Neil Bessell, Senior Clerk of Committees, Australian Senate, visited to learn about the workings
of the chamber and committee system, and also staff reward schemes, 1 to 3 October

• Kari Molin, journalist from Sweden, interviewed the Presiding Officer, 3 October

• Chevening scholars from India, taking a three-month course at the London School of Economics,
visited on 4 October

• James H Fagan, Chairman of the House of Committee on Post Audit and Oversight,
Massachusetts House of Representatives, 7 October

• Stewart Gilfillan attended Inter-Parliamentary Study Programme, Canberra, 8 to 17 October

• Ulla Engberg, journalist from Sweden, interviewed Presiding Officer, 9 October

• MSPs and officials attended Seminar on Parliamentary Democracy, Quebec, Canada, 9 to 12
October

• Dr Samuel Abad Yupanqui, Deputy Ombudsman for Constitutional Matters, Lima, Peru, 10
October

• MSPs and officials attended ‘Scotland in Sweden’ events in Stockholm, 16 to 18 October

• Convention on the Future of Europe, Cardiff, attended by George Reid MSP, 16 to 18 October
2002

• Keith Raffan MSP attended 14th CPA Seminar, Hyderabad, India, 21 to 27 October

• Mrs Nina Ivanova Karpachova, Parliamentary Commissioner for Human Rights, Kiev, Ukraine,
met the Clerk of the Petitions Committee, 24 October

• Visit by Professor Jonathon Sachs, Chief Rabbi, 30 October

• Visit by Russian parliamentarians from the Duma, 30 and 31 October

• The Rt Hon Jonathan Hunt, Speaker of the House of Representatives, New Zealand, visited with a
delegation and attended a lunch hosted by the Presiding Officer, 31 October

• Baron Thierry de Gruben, Belgian Ambassador to the UK, met the Deputy First Minister and
discussed the Convention on the Future of Europe with members of the European Committee
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Forthcoming events/visits

• Nora Radcliffe MSP will attend the 2nd CPA Canadian Parliamentary Seminar on ‘Emerging
Roles of Parliamentarians: Challenges and Solutions’ in Ottowa, 3 to 11 November

• Mrs Siv Fridleifsdottir, Minister for the Environment and Nordic Co-operation, who is in
Scotland to speak at a conference in Pitlochry being organised as part of the International Year of
the Mountain, will meet the Convenor of the Transport and Environment Committee and observe
proceedings in the Chamber, 6 November

• Mr Jacques Renucci, reporter with ‘Corse Matin’, is visiting to gain an insight into issues relating
to devolution, the environment and transport infrastructure, 7 November

• Mrs Takla, the Dalai Lama’s representative for Northern Europe, is to attend a charity screening
of ‘Kundun’ with the Presiding Officer and Roy Devon on 6 November and will discuss the
possible visit by the Dalai Lama in 2004 on 7 November

• A group of Eastern European trade representatives and diplomats will pay a courtesy call on the
DPO and observe proceedings on 7 November. They are in Edinburgh attending a networking
event focusing on trade opportunities Arranged by ‘Local Authorities and Local Exports
Partnerships’, Forth Valley, Fife.

• Thomas Matussek, German Ambassador to the UK, will visit the Parliament on 13 November

• Seminar hosted jointly by the Nordic Council, the Nordic Council of Ministers, the Scottish
Executive and the Scottish Parliament, 19 November.  The Presiding Officers will be chairing the
event and will be hosting a lunch for delegates and Members in the Playfair Library

• Farah Kabir and Alison Smith, two members of the British Council’s staff currently working on
gender issues, will be meeting the Clerk of the Equal Opportunities Committee, 19 November

• BIIPB Plenary meeting in Manchester, 24 to 26 November

N.B: Full ELU-organised visits programme and reports of outward delegations are available on
• SPEIR at http://intranet/speir/services/elu/elu.html
Visit reports and background notes are available on
• SCAN at http://intranet/speir/services/scan/sub-in.htm#cm.
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Enterprise and Lifelong Learning Committee

3673 COM(2002)585 Amended proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the
Council concerning sales promotions in the Internal Market.

3683 COM(2002)565 The European Research Area:Providing New Momentum - Strengthening -
Reorienting -Opening up new perspectives.

3691 COM(2002)533 Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European
Parliament – EURES Activity Report 2000-2001 presented by the Commission
in accordance with Article 19(3) of Regulation (EEC) No.1612/68:
- “Towards an integrated European labour market: the contribution of EURES”

3707 Special Report No 4/2002 of the Court of Auditors on local actions for
employment, together with the Commission's replies.

3708 COM(2002)558 Proposal for a Council Regulation on the harmonisation of Gross National
Income at market prices ("GNI Regulation").

3709 COM(2002)534 Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on
takeover bids.

3712 Draft Council Resolution on the Promotion of Enhanced European Cooperation
in Vocational Education and Training.

3719 Social Inclusion – through Social Dialogue and Partnership:
- Draft Council Resolution

3727 Draft Framework Decision on combating corruption in the private sector.
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Equal Opportunities Committee

3719 Social Inclusion – through Social Dialogue and Partnership:
- Draft Council Resolution
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Finance Committee

3747 COM(2002)259/2 Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council
amending Council Directives 78/660/EEC, 83/349/EEC and 91/674/EEC on the
annual and consolidated accounts of certain types of companies and insurance
undertakings.
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Health and Community Care Committee

3669 COM(2002)547 Interim Report from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament,
the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions on the
implementation of the programme of Community action on health monitoring
within the framework for action in the field of Public Health (1997-2001)
(Decision No 1400/97/CE of the European Parliament and of the Council).

3682 COM(2002)578 Amended proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the
Council on the transboundary movement of genetically modified organisms
(presented by the Commission pursuant to Article 250 (2) of the EC Treaty).

3711 COM(2002)494 Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on
drug precursors.

3713 COM(2002)494 Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on
drug precursors.

3714 COM(2002)479 Opinion of the Commission pursuant to Article 251 (2), third subparagraph,
point (c), of the EC Treaty, on the European Parliament’s amendments to the
Council’s Common Position regarding the proposal for a Directive of the
European Parliament and of the Council setting standards of quality and safety
for the collection, testing, processing, storage, and distribution of human blood
and blood components and amending Council Directive 2001/83/EC.

3715 COM(2002)459 Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council relating
to restrictions on the marketing and use of nonylphenol, nonylphenol ethoxylate
and cement (twenty-sixth amendment of Council Directive 76/769/EEC).
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3723 COM(2002)552 Interim report from the Commission to the Council, the European Parliament,
the Economic and Social Committee and the Committee of the Regions on the
implementation of the programme of Community action on injury prevention in
the framework for action in the field of Public Health (1999 to 2003) - Decision
n° 372/1999/EC of the European Parliament and of the Council of 8 February
1999.

3732 COM(2002)545 Report from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council on
development and implications of patent law in the field of biotechnology and
genetic engineering.
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Justice

3668 COM(2002)586 Opinion of the Commission, pursuant to Article 251 (2), third subparagraph,
point (c) of the EC Treaty, on the European Parliament’s amendments to the
Council’s common position regarding the proposal for a Directive of the
European Parliament and of the Council providing for public participation in
respect of the drawing up of certain plans and programmes relating to the
environment and amending with regard to public participation and access to
justice Council Directives 85/337/EEC and 96/61/EC amending the proposal of
the Commission pursuant to Article 250 (2) of the EC Treaty.

3672 Proposal for a Council Directive on minimum standards for the qualification
and status of third country nationals and stateless persons as refugees or as
persons who otherwise need international protection.

3676 Initiative of the Kingdom of Denmark with a view to adopting a Council Act
drawing up, on the basis of Article 43(1) of the Convention on the Establishment
 of a European Police Office (Europol Convention), of a Protocol amending that
Convention.

3680 COM(2002)577 Amended proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the
Council on the criminal-law protection of the Community’s financial interests.

3690 COM(2002)272 Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council on the
criminal-law protection of the Community’s financial interests.

3692 COM(2002)544 Amended proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the
Council on the protection of the environment through criminal law.

3704 COM(2002)562 Proposal for a Council Directive on compensation to crime victims.

3720 COM(2002)564 Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European
Parliament on a community return policy on illegal residents.

3727 Draft Framework Decision on combating corruption in the private sector.
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3736 Initiative by the Kingdom of Denmark with a view to the Council’s adoption of a
draft Council Decision on increasing cooperation between European Union
Member States with regard to disqualifications.

3740 NEW VERSION Proposal for a Council Directive on minimum standards for the qualification
and status of third country nationals and stateless persons as refugees or as
persons who otherwise need international protection.

3746 Proposal for a Council Regulation establishing the criteria and mechanisms
for determining the Member State responsible for examining an application for
asylum lodged in one of the Member States by a third-country national.

3757 COM(2002)548 Proposal for a Council Directive on the conditions of entry and residence of
third-country nationals for the purposes of studies, vocational training or
voluntary service

3758 Draft supplemental agreement between the United States of America and the
European Police Office on the exchange of personal data and related
information.

3759 JSB opinion in respect to the draft supplemental agreement between the United
States of America and the European Police Office on the exchange of personal
data and related information.
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Other

3665 Draft Council Decision extending and amending Decision 1999/730/CFSP
concerning a European Union contribution to combating the destabalising
accumulation and spread of small arms and :light weapons in Cambodia

3666 Proposal for a Council Framework Decision on attacks against information
systems.

3667 COM(2002)555 Communication from the Commission to the Council – Progress report
concerning the reduction and reorientation of State aid.

3670 COM(2002)536 Proposal for a Council Decision on the signature and provisional application of
certain provisions of an Association Agreement between the European
Community and its Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of Chile, of
 the other part.

Proposal for a Council Decision on the conclusion of an Association
Agreement between the European Community and its Member States, of the
one part, and the Republic of Chile, of the other part.

3671 SEC(2002)1121 Commission Staff Working Paper – Final assessment of the Programme for
Restructuring of the Czech Steel Industry.

3674 COM(2002)582 Proposal for a Council Decision on the position to be adopted by the Community
 within the ACP-EC Council of Ministers regarding a decision on the
reallocation of unallocated resources as well as uncommitted interest subsidies
 from the eighth European Development Fund.

3675 COM(2002)484 Twentieth annual report from the Commission to the European Parliament on
the Community’s anti-dumping and anti-subsidy activities – Overview of the
monitoring of third country anti-dumping, anti-subsidy and safeguard cases
(2001).

3678 COM(2002)513 Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European
Parliament concerning trade and development:
- Assisting developing countries to benefit from trade
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3679 SEC(2002)982 Letter of Amendment No 1 to preliminary draft supplementary and amending
budget No 4/2002 - Section III – Commission.

3681 COM(2002)566 Report from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council on
the operation of the Euratom Safeguards Office in 2001.

3684 COM(2002)509 Proposal for a Council Decision concerning the conclusion of an Agreement in
 the form of an exchange of letters between the European Community and Malta
adding a Protocol on mutual administrative assistance in customs matters to
the Agreement establishing an association between the European Economic
Community and Malta.

3685 COM(2002)551 Communication from the Commission:Structural indicators.

3686 COM(2002)593 Proposal for a Council Decision on the fulfilment of the conditions laid down in
Article 3 of the Additional Protocol to the Europe Agreement establishing an
association between the European Communities and their Member States, of
the one part, and the Czech Republic, of the other part, with regard to an
extension of the period foreseen in Article 8(4) of Protocol 2 of the Europe
Agreement.

3687 COM(2002)572 Proposal for a Council Decision on the conclusion of a Protocol adjusting the
trade aspects of the Europe Agreement establishing an association between
the European Communities and their Member States, of the one part, and the
Republic of Estonia, of the other part, to take account of the outcome of
negotiations between the parties on new mutual agricultural concessions.

3693 COM(2002)538 Proposal for a Council Decision on providing further supplementary financial
assistance to Moldova.

3695 COM(2002)475 Proposal for a Council Regulation imposing definitive anti-dumping duties on
imports of certain welded tubes and pipes, of iron or non-alloy steel originating
in the Czech Republic, Poland, Thailand, Turkey and Ukraine.

3697 COM(2002)461 Proposal for a Council Regulation amending Regulation (EC) Nº 1950/97
imposing definitive anti-dumping measures on imports of sacks and bags made
 of polyethylene or polypropylene originating, inter alia, in India.
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3698 COM(2002)461 Proposal for a Council Regulation amending Regulation (EC) Nº 1950/97
imposing definitive anti-dumping measures on imports of sacks and bags made
 of polyethylene or polypropylene originating, inter alia, in India.

3699 COM(2002)510 Communication from the Commission to the Council – Kaliningrad.

3701 COM(2002)532 Report from the Commission to the Council on steel re-balancing action.

3702 COM(2002)528 Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European
Parliament on the evolution of budget execution of the Structural Funds, in
particular outstanding commitments (RAL).

3705 COM(2002)563 Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European
Parliament on implementation of the Risk Capital Action Plan (RCAP).

3706 COM(2002)575 Amended proposal for a Decision of the European Parliament and of the
Council adopting an action programme for customs in the Community
(Customs 2007).

3710 COM(2002)536 Proposal for a Council Decision on the signature and provisional application of
certain provisions of an Association Agreement between the European
Community and its Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of Chile, of
 the other part - Proposal for a Council Decision on the conclusion of an
Association Agreement between the European Community and its Member
States of the one part, and the Republic of Chile, of the other part.

3716 COM(2002)700 Towards the enlarged Union – Strategy Paper and Report of the European
Commission on the progress towards accession by each of the candidate
countries.

3717 COM(2002)557 Commission report, entitled "Annual report of the Cohesion Fund (2001)".

3721 COM(2002)550 Proposal for a Council decision concerning the conclusion of the Agreement
for scientific and technological cooperation between the European Community
and Ukraine.
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3725 COM(2002)553 Proposal for a Council Decision on the conclusion of a Protocol adjusting the
trade aspects of the Europe Agreement establishing an association between
the European Communities and their Member States, of the one part, and
Romania, of the other part, to take account of the outcome of negotiations
between the parties on new mutual agricultural concessions.

3726 COM(2002)473 Proposal for a Council Decision amending Council Decision 89/688/EEC of 22
 December 1989 concerning the dock dues in the French overseas
departments.

3728 COM(2002)522 Proposal for a Council Regulation imposing a definitive anti-dumping duty on
imports of polyester staple fibres originating in Belarus.

3733 Special Report No.7/2002 by the Court of Auditors on the sound financial
management of the common organisation of markets in the banana sector.

3734 COM(2002)546 Report from the Commission to the Council and the European Parliament on
progress in implementation of the specific measures for the smaller Aegean
islands in 1998 and 1999.

3738 COM(2002)580 Proposal for a Council Regulation amending Council Regulation (EC)
No.153/2002 of 21 January 2002 on certain procedures for applying the
Stabilisation and Association Agreement between the European Communities
and their Member States, of the one part, and the former Yugoslav Republic of
Macedonia, of the other part, and for applying the Interim Agreement between
the European Community and the former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia.

3739 COM(2002)579 Proposal for a Council Regulation amending Council Regulation (EC)
No.2248/2001 of 19 November 2001 on certain procedures for applying the
Stabilisation and Association Agreement between the European Communities
and their Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of Croatia, of the
other part, and for applying the Interim Agreement between the European
Community and the Republic of Croatia.

3742 Special Report No.3/2002 of the Court of Auditors concerning the Community
Initiative Employment – Integra.
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3743 COM(2002)536 Proposal for a Council Decision on the signature and provisional application of
certain provisions of an Association Agreement between the European
Community and its Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of Chile, of
 the other part; - Proposal for a Council Decision on the conclusion of an
Association Agreement between the European Community and its Member
States, of the one part, and the Republic of Chile, of the other part.

3744 COM(2002)536 Proposal for a Council Decision on the signature and provisional application of
certain provisions of an Association Agreement between the European
Community and its Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of Chile, of
 the other part - Proposal for a Council Decision on the conclusion of an
Association Agreement between the European Community and its Member
States, of the one part, and the Republic of Chile, of the other part.

3745 COM(2002)536 Proposal for a Council Decision on the signature and provisional application of
certain provisions of an Association Agreement between the European
Community and its Member States, of the one part, and the Republic of Chile, of
 the other part - Proposal for a Council Decision on the conclusion of an
Association Agreement between the European Community and its Member
States, of the one part, and the Republic of Chile, of the other part.

3752 COM(2002)541/2 Amended proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the
Council on the training of professional drivers for the carriage of goods or
passengers by road.

3754 COM(2002)537 Proposal for a Council Decision on suspending the Community obligations
under the Sectoral Annex for Electrical Safety of the Agreement on Mutual
Recognition between the European Community and the United States of
America.
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Rural Development Committee

3682 COM(2002)578 Amended proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the
Council on the transboundary movement of genetically modified organisms
(presented by the Commission pursuant to Article 250 (2) of the EC Treaty).

3694 COM(2002)519 Proposal for a Council Regulation amending Regulation (EC) No 1268/1999
on Community support for pre-accession measures for agriculture and rural
development in the applicant countries of Central and Eastern Europe in the
pre-accession period.

3696 COM(2002)527 Proposal for a Council Directive amending Directive 88/407/EEC laying down
the animal health requirements applicable to intra-Community trade in and
imports of semen of domestic animals of the bovine species.

3703 Special Report No.6/2002 of the Court of Auditors on the audit of the
Commission’s management of the EU oilseeds support scheme.

3718 COM(2002)561 Proposal for a Council Regulation amending Regulation (EEC) No 2092/91 on
 organic production of agricultural products and indications referring thereto
on agricultural products and foodstuffs.

3722 COM(2002)559 Amended proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the
Council on genetically modified food and feed.

3724 COM(2002)560 Proposal for a Council Decision on the prolongation of the International
Agreement on Olive Oil and Table Olives, 1986.

3729 COM(2002)453 Proposal for a Council Regulation introducing a system for the statistical
monitoring of trade in bluefin tuna, swordfish and bigeye tuna within the
Community.

3730 Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council on the
 animal-health requirements applicable to non-commercial movement of pet
animals and amending Council Directive 92/65/EEC – Outcome of the
European Parliament’s second reading (Strasbourg, 21-24 October 2002).
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3731 COM(2002)535 Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European
Parliament laying down a Community action plan for the conservation and
sustainable exploitation of fisheries resources in the Mediterranean Sea under
the Common Fisheries Policy.

3735 Special Report No 5/2002 of the Court of Auditors on extensification premium
and payment schemes in the common organisation of the market for beef and
veal.

3737 COM(2002)492 Council Decision on the conclusion of the Agreement in the form of an
Exchange of Letters concerning the provisional application of the Protocol
setting out, for the period from 3 August 2002 to 2 August 2004, the fishing
opportunities and the financial contribution provided for by the Agreement
between the European Economic Community and the Government of the
Republic of Angola on fishing off Angola.

3741 COM(2002)576 Proposal for a Council Decision on the equivalence of field inspections carried
out in third countries on seed producing crops and on the equivalence of seed
produced in third countries.

3748 COM(2002)496 Proposal for a Council Decision on the conclusion of the Agreement in the form
 of an Exchange of Letters concerning the provisional application of the
Protocol setting out the fishing opportunities and the financial contribution
provided for by the Agreement between the European Economic Community and
 the Government of the Republic of Senegal on fishing off the coast of Senegal
for the period from 1 July 2002 to 30 June 2006.

3749 COM(2002)495 Proposal for a Council Regulation on the conclusion of the Protocol setting out,
 for the period from 3 August 2002 to 2 August 2004, the fishing opportunities
and the financial contribution provided for by the Agreement between the
European Economic Community and the Government of the Republic of Angola
on fishing off Angola.

3751 COM(2002)539 Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European
Parliament – Towards a strategy to protect and conserve the marine
environment.
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Social Justice

3719 Social Inclusion – through Social Dialogue and Partnership:
- Draft Council Resolution

3757 COM(2002)548 Proposal for a Council Directive on the conditions of entry and residence of
third-country nationals for the purposes of studies, vocational training or
voluntary service
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Transport and the Environment Committee

3668 COM(2002)586 Opinion of the Commission, pursuant to Article 251 (2), third subparagraph,
point (c) of the EC Treaty, on the European Parliament’s amendments to the
Council’s common position regarding the proposal for a Directive of the
European Parliament and of the Council providing for public participation in
respect of the drawing up of certain plans and programmes relating to the
environment and amending with regard to public participation and access to
justice Council Directives 85/337/EEC and 96/61/EC amending the proposal of
the Commission pursuant to Article 250 (2) of the EC Treaty.

3677 COM(2002)524 Report from the Commission to the Council concerning analysis of the “open
list” of environment-related headline indicators.

3682 COM(2002)578 Amended proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the
Council on the transboundary movement of genetically modified organisms
(presented by the Commission pursuant to Article 250 (2) of the EC Treaty).

3688 COM(2002)581 Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council
concerning the quality of bathing water.

3689 Proposal for a Regulation of the European Parliament and of the Council
establishing common rules on compensation and assistance to air passengers
in the event of denied boarding and of cancellation or long delay of flights -
Outcome of the European Parliament's first reading (Strasbourg, 21 - 24
October 2002).

3692 COM(2002)544 Amended proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the
Council on the protection of the environment through criminal law.

3700 COM(2002)512 Proposal for a Council Decision establishing criteria and procedures for the
acceptance of waste at landfills pursuant to Article 16 and Annex II of Directive
1999/31/EC on the landfill of waste.
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3715 COM(2002)459 Proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the Council relating
to restrictions on the marketing and use of nonylphenol, nonylphenol ethoxylate
and cement (twenty-sixth amendment of Council Directive 76/769/EEC).

3732 COM(2002)545 Report from the Commission to the European Parliament and the Council on
development and implications of patent law in the field of biotechnology and
genetic engineering.

3750 COM(2002)542 Amended proposal for a Decision of the European Parliament and of the
Council amending Decision No.1692/96/EC on Community guidelines for the
development of the trans-European transport network.

3751 COM(2002)539 Communication from the Commission to the Council and the European
Parliament – Towards a strategy to protect and conserve the marine
environment.

3753 COM(2002)541 Amended proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the
Council on the training of professional drivers for the carriage of goods or
passengers by road.

3755 Proposal for a European Parliament and Council Regulation on the granting of
Community financial assistance to improve the environmental performance of
the freight transport system.
- Outcome of the European Parliament’s first reading (Strasbourg, 23-26
September 2002)

3756 COM(2002)540 Amended proposal for a Directive of the European Parliament and of the
Council amending Council Directive 96/82/EC of 9 December 1996 on the
control of major-accident hazards involving dangerous substances.
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